UPDATES FROM MS RECEIVED UNTIL 9 APRIL 2014

Part I

EL
- Kosovo - The following comment was inserted in the Table of Travel Documents:
  "As of 20.3.2014, competent Greek Authorities are affixing visa stickers and stamps on ordinary, diplomatic and official passports of Kosovo. This change, in practical terms, does not constitute, by any means, official recognition of Kosovo as an independent state".

IT
- Canada - Temporary passport: recognised
- El Salvador – Special passport (Passaporte Especial): recognised

LV
- Colombia Official passport: recognised

PL
- Iraq: G series - only ordinary passports series G are recognised

SK
- China- Passport for Public affairs - recognised
- Costa Rica - Service passport - recognised
- Costa Rica - Special passport - recognised

Part II

LV
- France - Stateless travel document (New York Convention of 28 September 1954)- recognised
- Spain - Travel Title - recognised

EE
- France- Stateless person travel document (1954) – recognised
- Denmark – Alien’s passport – recognised

ES
- France- Stateless person travel document (1954) – recognised
- Denmark – Alien’s passport – recognised